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The aim and scope:

Different kinds of discontent undermine cohesion in society and put a strain on the stability of the economic and political systems. Exploring the mechanisms underlying these processes allows to gain a detailed understanding of such interconnected phenomena.

The aim of this special session is to offer a platform for presenting papers on any kind of discontent by placing emphasis on its relationship with socio-economic and political issues. The special session also aims to provide the opportunity to discuss the policy actions able to mitigate discontent.

The potential contributions to this session include:

- Mapping the geography of discontent
- Identifying and measuring different forms of discontent
- Identifying patterns and determinants of discontent across space
- Identifying the relationship between discontent and socio-economic variables
- The rural/urban divide and resentful behaviours
- Real world socio-economic geographies and online discontent

SUBMIT AN ABSTRACT